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Product Owner Statement
DoubleVerify established digital ad verification more than 7 years ago as brands expanded
beyond direct publisher buys to aggregated networks, which drove the need for content
verification, as there is an inherent lack of transparency in where the ads are really
delivered. DV patented Dual Verification is proven technology for identifying the authentic
URL where an impression is actually served. DV identifies the URL and blocks impressions
from being served in off-brand or objectionable environments.  DV Impression Quality Real-
Time Ad Blocking ensures that ads are only served on relevant, brand-safe, targeted pages.

ABC Audit Opinion
In our opinion DV Digital Impression Quality - Real-Time Ad Blocking is capable of
preventing ad delivery on inappropriate content in accordance with the JICWEBS Content
Verification Product Principles for the tests indicated on page 2 of this certificate. In this
context "capable" means that, once configured correctly, the product consistently blocks and
reports as expected under the relevant test scenarios.
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Notes from Product Owner
DoubleVerify employs an impression-based threshold to update categorizations only for pages which receive impressions. The volume of ad calls 
generated while carrying out test 3 did not reach that threshold.

ABC Test Results
JICWEBS
Principle Can the product... Test Result Control

test*

1
Block the serving of advertising on to
pages which contain content, deemed to be
inappropriate by the advertiser, in HTML
source code...

a) When inappropriate words are before the ad location? Yes Yes

b) When inappropriate words are after the ad location? Yes Yes

c) When inappropriate words are in meta tags? Yes Yes

d) When inappropriate words are in alt tags? Yes Yes

e) When inappropriate words are in inline javascript? Yes Yes

2
Block the serving of advertising on to
pages which contain words in content
delivered via a linked file deemed to be
inappropriate by the advertiser...

a) When inappropriate content is loaded from a linked script? Yes Yes

b) When inappropriate content is delivered in a different frame
from the ad? Yes Yes

3

Register changes in page content and then
block the serving of advertising on to
pages which contain content, deemed to be
inappropriate by the advertiser, in real
time...

a) When inappropriate content is added to the page? No n/a

b) When inappropriate content is removed from the page? No n/a

4
Block the serving of advertising on to
domains and sub-domains deemed
inappropriate by the advertiser…

a) When an inappropriate domain is visited? Yes Yes

b) When an inappropriate sub-domain is visited? Yes Yes

5
Block the serving of advertising on to
pages which contain words in the URL
deemed to be inappropriate by the
advertiser...

a) When the sub-domain contains an inappropriate word? Yes Yes

b) When the URL path contains an inappropriate word? Yes Yes

c) When the query contains an inappropriate word? Yes Yes

6 Block the serving of advertising on to aliases of an URL or domain deemed to be inappropriate to the
advertiser? Yes Yes

7
See through iframes and block the serving
of advertising if keywords or URLs deemed
to be inappropriate to the advertiser are
detected…

a) When inappropriate content is delivered in an iframe? Yes No

b) When the ad is delivered in an iframe, on a page which
contains inappropriate content? Yes Yes

c) When inappropriate content is delivered in an object? Yes No

d) When the ad is delivered in an object, on a page which
contains inappropriate content? Yes Yes

e) When inappropriate content is delivered in an embed tag? Yes Yes

f) When the ad is delivered in an embed tag, on a page which
contains inappropriate content? Yes Yes

g) When the ad is delivered in 3 nested iframes, on a page
which contains inappropriate content? Yes Yes

h) When the ad is delivered in 5 nested iframes, on a page
which contains inappropriate content? Yes Yes

8 Operate consistently in allowing or blocking advertising when javascript is disabled? Yes n/a

9 Be capable of incorporating any list of keywords or URLs, deemed to be inappropriate by the advertiser,
into the CV product within 2 working days of that new list being produced? Yes n/a

10 Be configurable to block the serving of advertising to any URL not previously checked as safe, until the
status is known, if identification of content is not in real time? Yes n/a

* ABC’s control tests verify the CV Product served ads in equivalent scenarios that only contained appropriate content.
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ABC’s Content Verification Certification Programme
Objective
ABC’s objective is to verify whether a content verification (CV) product is capable of preventing ad delivery on inappropriate content. For the purpose
of this certification programme, capable is defined as: once configured, the CV product consistently blocked ad delivery and reported as expected
under a variety of test cases during the period of testing in the test environment. Blocking, in real time refers to the decision to serve or not serve the
ad and not to any spidering or pre-classification activity.

Scope
ABC conducts the tests in a controlled environment using HTML text and URLs. It includes verifying that the CV product has not been configured to
block serving of ads in all tests by default.
All tests were carried out in Internet Explorer and Firefox apart from Principle 7 - Embedded tags - where Chrome was used due to Internet Explorer
and Firefox being incompatible for this test.
It should be noted that testing is:
-    at a point in time and on a limited scale.
-    based on English-language content.
-    carried out on one specified version of the CV product.
-    consistent for all products.

Out of Scope
ABC’s testing is designed solely to confirm that the CV product is capable, when configured correctly, of blocking ad delivery and reporting as
expected under a variety of test cases. These tests do not guarantee that an ad will never be served onto an inappropriate site when the CV product
is used in real life.
It should be noted that the testing does not:
-    verify the scalability of the product.
-    fully reflect real-life conditions such as multiple campaigns running on multiple sites.
-    verify implementation times required in real life.
-    verify that the product blocks all content formats, particularly non-HTML (e.g. AV content, images etc.).
-    examine any impact that the CV product may have upon campaign delivery.
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